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algeria (1857).   Home«f Barbary corsairs until 1816.   The Dey
owed money to France, insulted French Consul.   This gave Charles X
excuse for conquest—to rehabilitate the French monarchy.    Long
struggle, carried on through the reign of Louis-Philippe by Abd-el-
Kader.   He was defeated and captured in 1847, but resistance continued
ten years more.   Very successful colonisation by France—good terms
with natives, great economic improvements, valuable commercial asset.
_ Effects on Europe.—This success encouraged other Powers to do
likewise—helped to encourage the " Scramble for Africa.**
egypt (1878). Beginning with Napoleon I (§ 44), and intensified
under Mehemet Ali (§ 109), France became commercially and financially
interested. But the cutting of the Suez Canal (i 859-69) (which became
" the jugular vein of the British Empire ") made the peace and good
government of the country of vital importance to Britain. Hence the
Dual Control, etc. (§ 167).
Effects on Europe.—Ill-feeling between France and Britain for
twenty years.
tunis (1881). Undisciplined tribesmen interfere with French
Algiers ; Italy had designs on it—would be able to control the channel
between eastern and western Mediterranean. So under Ferry (Premier)
France sent troops there. The country became a French " Protec-
torate "—i.e. its Bey has to act on the " advice ** of French officials,
Effects on Europe.—Italy driven into the Triple Alliance (§ 165).
morocco (1905). Geographically the most available of the North
African provinces to western Europe, but until 1900 too well ruled to
admit of intervention. Then a weak Sultan allowed internal dissensions
to arise. France interested owing to proximity of Algiers, Britain had
important commercial connections.
Effects on Europe.—More bad feeling between France and Britain,
only allayed by the Entente Cordidle (1904). Kaiser suddenly chal-
lenged this by spectacular visit to Tangier (§ 175). Algeciras Conference
(1906) recognises supremacy of French influence in Morocco. Kaiser
revived his challenge five years later by sending the Panther to Agadir,
which almost led to war (1911).
tripoli (1912). Great Italian commercial interests in this sparsely
populated province. Restrictions imposed by " Young Turk"
Government threatened these interests. Italy demanded rights of
" Protectorate," and on refusal conquered the province. Turkey's
lack of sea-power isolated the province, which nevertheless put up a
vigorous resistance for a year. Annexed by Italy, Treaty of Lausanne
(1912).
No. 73.—THE HAGUE CONFERENCES.
Since 1871 the Great Continental Powers had competed with each
other in building up huge armed forces in preparation for " the next
war," piling up burdens of taxation. The very existence of such forces

